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1. Introduction

The Japanese engineer Genichi Taguchi was asked by the Electrical Communication Lab
oratories (ECL, founded in 1949) to improve productivity in research and development. His
ideas and statistical procedures have been used in Japan for decades. It was in the mid-1980s
that the western world became aware of his views towards process control and quality im
provement.
In this paper we shortly introduce the reader to Taguchi's quality engineering ideas and sta
tistical procedures, the last of them being somewhat controversial.

2. Quality

The classical use of specification limits for process characteristics implies that values within
these limits are acceptable. As a consequence products with values for the characteristics out
of the range are unacceptable.
In Taguchi's philosophy quality is measured in terms of "loss to society". By those in the
western world this idea has been replaced by "long term loss to the firm", but the general
idea is the same. That is, individual firms and society as a whole suffer a loss when products
do not function as they could if they were made properly.
Let T denote a target value (Le. optimal value) for a quality characteristic (x). Further let
LL and U L denote the lower and the upper specification limit, respectively. Then the loss
(L) as a function of the value of the characteristic in a classical sense is as given in the figure
below.

L

LL T UL x

In fact the situation is somewhat different. The loss as a result of deviations from the target
value T will usually increase as the value departs from its optimal value, regardless of whether
or not a limit has been exceeded.
Moreover, products with values just outside the range will not be much worse than products
with values just within the limits. A simple and useful type of loss function is the quadratic
loss function L = k(x - T)2, where k > 0 is a constant, which is illustrated in the figure
below.
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L

LL T UL x

Causes for deviations of the target value are of two kinds:

- The mean value (It) of x departs from T as a consequence of wrong adjustments of process
characteristics.

- Many uncontrollable, sometimes non-measurable and unavoidable factors cause random
deviations from It. A measure for these kinds of deviations is the variance (0'2) of x.

For the mean loss then, the following applies

Clearly other loss functions are possible, e.g. if loss is asymmetric about J.L. In other cases
there is not a target value but the characteristic has to be as low as possible (noise, unround
ness) or as high as possible (yield, strengthness).
In the following we confine ourselves to the first situation: the nomimal value is the best
one, the target (T). The loss function will be the quadratic function as given above. When
designing products and production methods it is necessary to bear in mind these things in
order to satisfactorily control quality ("off-line" quality control).
It is evident that the mean loss is reduced by decreasing 0'2 and (It - T)2. Therefore factors
which possibly affect quality are separated into

- noise factors, causing random deviations

- control factors, affecting means.

Noise factors are uncontrollable and unavoidable. It is thus of importance to design products
in such a way that quality is insensitive to variations caused by noise factors (decreasing 0'2).
A well-known example is the following: In a tilery large variations were found in the dimen
sions of tiles. These variations were caused by differences in temperature in the kiln. Instead
of designing a better kiln (with less expiration of temperature) it appeared, by experimenta
tion, that variations in the dimensions could be decreased by increasing the amount of lime
in the tiles from 1% to 5%.
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Control factors can be adjusted and controlled. They are used for realizing the target (mini
mizing (JL - T)2).

Traditional designing consists of two steps:

- Technological knowledge is involved in order to arrive at a prototype.

- Tolerances around the target value are determined with due regard to the capability of the
manufacturing process.

Taguchi inserted an additional step:

- Determining optimum levels of individual parameters in such a way that the design is
robust to variation in the parameters due to noises.

These three phases are referred to as off-line quality control. The execution of Taguchi's
intermediate step takes place in phases:

- Brainstorming by specialists and people involved to identify quality characteristics, to
classify these characteristics, to recognize interactions and to determine the number of
levels and their specific values.

- Designing an experiment by means of orthogonal arrays.

- Performing the designed experiment.

- Analysing the results of the experiment.

- Determining target values taking into account the sensitivity to noise factors.

- Performing a confirmation experiment around the predicted optimum setting to verify the
results.

3. Orthogonal arrays

Designing experiments is performed by assigning factors and interactions to orthogonal
arrays. Then it is possible to estimate effects independently and confounding can be taken
into account.
Each column of an array gives the levels of a factor or interaction, each row gives the treat
ment combinations of an individual run of the experiment. The array is orthogonal in a
combinatoric sense, i.e., for any pair of columns, all combinations of factor levels occur and
they occur an equal number of times. This so called balancing property implies mathematical
orthogonality.
We only discuss here arrays in which all factors are varied at two levels.
The low level is coded by Taguchi as 1, the high level as 2. Such an orthogonal array is
denoted by
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where

a is the number of experimental runs (here a is a power of 2),
b is the number of levels for each factor (here b = 2),
c is the number of columns of the array (here c = a-I).

A frequently used array is the Ls-array (Ls(27)):

Run
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Response

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Yl
2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 Y2
3 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 ..Y3
4 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 Y4
5 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 Ys
6 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 Y6
7 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 Y7
8 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 Ys

7

4

2

1~----eand07

6

Orthogonality is easily verified: the array is equivalent to the complete 23 -experiment.
For assigning main effects and interactions to orthogonal arrays linear graphs are used.
Each orthogonal array has one or more linear graphs (standard graphs).
The Ls-array has two of them:

1

3/\ 5
2U4

Each dot represents a main effect, each line between two dots represents the interaction
between those two main effects. Each number corresponds with a column of the array.
The selection of an array and the assignment proceeds in three steps:

- The total number of effects (main effects and interactions) is the minimum number of
columns required in the array. Choose an appropriate orthogonal array.

- Construct the required linear graph.

- Match the required graph to one of the standard graphs available.

Example

Consider an experiment with factors A, B, C and D and relevant interactions BC and BD.
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So there are 6 effects. A useful array with the required number of columns is the Ls-array (7
columns). The required graph is

Bye
~

D

oA

We can match the required linear graph to both standard graphs. We choose for instance:
1 = C

2 = B

3=BC

6= BD

07 = A

4=D

Column 1 gives the levels of C, column 2 is allocated to B, column 4 to D and column 7 to
A. Columns 3 and 6 are allocated to the interactions BC and BD, respectively. Then one
degree of freedom remains to estimate (12 (column 5).
In order to get a better estimation of (12 replications are needed.
The analysis of the observations resulting from the experiment includes estimation of the
effects, performing an analysis of variance and a computation of the percentage contribution
of the effects to the total variability. (The last computation is based on so called "pure" sums
of squares; we will not discuss this here).
Based on this analysis optimum conditions are determined including confidence intervals for
the expected response.

4. Direct product arrays

To create conditions under which quality of the product is insensitive for noise it is necessary
to design an experiment incorporating noise factors. Control factors have to be optimized not
only in terms of the mean levels but most importantly in terms of their interaction with noise
factors. This is called robust optimization. In the following situation there is interaction
between a control factor (A) and a noise factor (X). Here level A1 may be preferable to level
A2 with the somewhat higher mean response because of the much smaller influence of the
noise factor X.
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response

noise
factor

For both control factors and noise factors orthogonal arrays are chosen as indicated above
(control array and noise array, respectively). The experimental design is obtained by "cross
ing" the two arrays.
Effects belonging to the columns of the control array and the columns of the noise array can
be estimated but interactions between control factors and noise factors can be estimated as
well.
Our main interest with respect to noise is not the individual effects but the variability due
to the combined noise factors. It is particularly important to analyse how this variability is
affected by level combinations of the control factors.
Using standard methods for analysing data variance is not a proper response variable. There
fore Taguchi introduced several so called "performance statistics". For many normal-the-best
situations Taguchi appears to use the signal-to-noise ratio (S / N) defined by

(

-2 1)
S / N = 10 log ~2 - -;: ,

where

Y is the sample mean,
8

2 is the sample variance,
r is the number of observations.

For each run of the control array this ratio is computed. So r is the number of runs of the
noise array. Observe that high values for S / N correspond with small variances.

Example

Assume that the Ls-array of the foregoing example is crossed with a L4-array for 3 noise
factors. These 3 noise factors do not interact. This results in the following direct product
array.
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Z 3 1 2 2 1
Y 2 1 2 1 2
X 1 1 1 2 2

C B BC D e BD A 1 2 3 4 Y 8 SIN
row 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 row

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Yll Y12 Y13 Y14 til 81
2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 Y21 Y22 Y23 Y24 Y2 82
3 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 Y31 Y32 Y33 Y34 Y3 83
4 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 Y41 Y42 Y43 Y44 Y4 84
5 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 Y51 Y52 Y53 Y54 Y5 85

6 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 Ye1 Ye2 Ye3 Ye4 Ye 8e
7 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 Y71 Y72 Y73 Y74 Y7 87
8 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 YSI YS2 YS3 YS4 Ys 8S

Analysis goes as follows:

- The effects of the control factors are estimated and an analysis of variance is performed.

- Next the same procedure is carried out with SIN as the response variable.

- Then optimum control factor settings are determined by first looking at the variability.

- Finally a confirmation experiment centered around the optimum setting is carried out and
analysed.

5. Taguchi or not?

The main merit of Taguchi is that he focussed attention on target values rather than speci
fication limits and on the importance of insensitivity to manufacturing variations.
Determining optimum conditions is accomplished by Taguchi within the frame of chosen
arrays. In a strict mathematical sense optimizing can give other results. For such an opti
mization other and more efficient methods are available.
Furthermore, the orthogonal arrays are often inferior to the classical fractional factorials. For
instance, in the Lie-array standard graphs for 7 and 8 main effects, some of the main effects
are confounded with interactions. However, it is possible to design an orthogonal scheme so
that all main effects are confounded with higher order interactions.
Beyond question, Taguchi's contribution to the improvement of quality control is of great
importance. However, the statistical tools will likely continue to be developed.
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